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+36 h Downstream Uncertainty+96 h
IT: 05 Sep 2008, 12 UTC, 5700 gpm, all TIGGE  members
+60 h
ET of Tropical Cyclones
Downstream uncertainty
in NWP (e.g. for Europe)
+ various model approaches
+ different perturbation- and data 
assimilation methods
Take into account for differences due to 
model physics and parameterizations
Advantages of multi-model EPS like TIGGE
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Aim of presented study
Characteristics of TIGGE in ET forecasting:
More variability in TIGGE than single EPS?
Distinct representation in individual EPS ?
Different development scenarios in TIGGE?
Compare results from TIGGE, ECMWF 
and TIGGE without ECMWF (TI-EC)
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Data base of presented study
Hanna Ike Sinlaku Jangmi Bavi
Eight of the ten available TIGGE EPS
Australia Canada
ECMWF NCEP
231 members, 1°lat/lon, 12 hr steps
Focus on 500 hPa geopotential height
available for all ensemble systems
Brazil China
Japan  UKMetOffice
Ten different TIGGE forecasts
initialized around ET of five tropical cyclones in 2008
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Applied analysis technique
Fuzzy clustering of members with related PCs
Compute Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs)
Determine Principal Components (PC) 
Regions of largest variability 
at specific forecast time
Contribution of each member
Overview of possible scenarios 
and their probability to occur










Standard deviation of 500 hPa geopotential height



















Surface position of Ike in members Analysis position of Ike at ET time
longitude longitude
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Regions of variability: EOFs







Fcst during ET of Hurricane Ike, EOFs at  15 Sep 2008, 12 UTC (+120h)
EOF 1
Ensemble mean (color) and EOF pattern (contours)  




Similarities in EOF Distributions
1 case: Related EOFs in TIGGE, TI-EC and ECMWF
3 cases: Related EOFs in TIGGE, TI-EC, not in ECMWF
6 cases: Only EOF 1 related in TIGGE and TI-EC
Same dominant variability in all three datasets
ECMWF is nondominant in TIGGE EOF1&2 
Exclusion of ECMWF causes no differences 
ECMWF influences TIGGE -EOF 2 
Exclusion of ECMWF causes differences
Compare EOF distributions using
Difference plots 
Similarity index: dot product 
between state vectors
Variability captured by TIGGE and ECMWF differs
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Contributions of EPS to clusters
Different contribution 
to EOF distribution
Distinct partitioning in clusters
(development scenarios) 
Clustering result for sample case Ike:
6 different clusters (colors) 
Australia and Brazil contribute 
to one or two scenarios
Japan and ECMWF contribute 
to five of the six scenarios 
-Sample case-
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Contributions of EPS to clusters
-All ten cases-
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Contributions of EPS to clusters
-All ten cases-
Typical levels of partitioning
Brazil: mainly  one cluster
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Contributions of EPS to clusters
-All ten cases-
Typical levels of partitioning
Brazil: mainly one cluster
Japan: almost all clusters 
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Contributions of EPS to clusters
-Characteristics-
Different levels of contribution to clusters
independent from initialization method
ECMWF often dominates one cluster
seem to introduce one additional scenario in TIGGE
in approx. half of the cases
Preferred groupings during clustering
e.g. Canada and Japan share clusters in 9 of 10 








grey: ECMWF clusters dashed: verifying ECMWF analysis
TIGGE clusters
(black, solid)






Clusters for sample case, development 48 hrs after 
EOF-/Cluster-Analysis 
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Percent of members in 









































































Main results of study
TIGGE and ECMWF often exhibit distinct patterns 
of dominant variability
Several TIGGE EPS contribute differently to clusters
Typical groupings of EPS
TIGGE contains broader variations and thus offers more 
possible development scenarios during ET than ECMWF
ECMWF is necessary to obtain full scope of variations
Keller, J.H, S.C. Jones, J.L. Evans, P.A. Harr (2011), 
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